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Abstract 

Very high speed rail may be a competitive  mode of trans 

portation  for California's  future. This article  presents an 
evaluation  of the economic  and comprehensive  benefits 
and costs associated with  such an endeavor.  The results 
indicate competitive  comprehensive rates of return and a 
potential  for project self-financing, suggesting that such a 
project merits serious consideration by the State. 

 

Introduction 

High-speed rail (HSR) has been proposed as a competitive  trans 

portation mode for California's future. Proponents of HSR point to its 

possibilities in reducing emissions, land and petroleum consumption, 

injury  and death from accident, road and sky congestion, and urban 

sprawl. Its critics and skeptics question the need for such a system, 

given the expense. While several studies (Hall eta/.1992a, Leavitt et 

a/. 1993, Kanafani and Youssef 1993, Sands 1991, Vaca 1993, Wu 

1991) have addressed HSR issues of construction costs, impacts, and 

competition with  alternative modes in California, none has consid 

ered demand, costs, and benefits all together and in relation to one 

another. This article comprehensively examines and evaluates such a 

project using standard cost-benefit techniques. 

A comprehensive cost-benefit analysis enables public- and private 

sector decision-makers to estimate the net value of a policy or invest 

ment. This is done by considering and calculating the expected bene 

fits and costs of a project over its lifetime, and discounting values to a 

common  year (typically  to present dollars). The valuation  of certain 

benefits and costs may be impractical-especially when markets do 

not currently exist to price particular results, such as air pollution and 

noise. Additionally, the choice of a discount rate is a source of de 

bate; low interest rates tend to yield higher present values for projects 

that provide  benefits in the future. For these reasons I value VHSR 

benefits conservatively--and only where studies detailing such values 

exist-and base the discount rate on market lending rates for state se 

curities. Finally, a positive net present value is not enough reason to 

undertake a project; regressivity, equity, and risk implications should 

be considered,as they are here. 
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